Accounting and Taxation for the Valuation Profession has been written to assist with the managing and writing up of office accounts in a valuation practice, general taxation procedures in a valuation practice, and taxation concepts relating to the valuation of property.

A feature of the text book is its practical emphasis. Each chapter indicates the learning objectives, and includes graded questions which allows the student to progress at their own pace.

**Hera Antoniades** has many years experience in the industry as an Accountant, Valuer, Real Estate Agent and Business Agent. She teaches Accounting, Property Taxation, Valuation and Real Estate subjects and conducts workshops for accounting and taxation concepts relating to the property industry.

She also specialises in various accounting and taxation topics for the property, building and construction industry. Research and publications includes Property Taxation, Accounting and Business Management for Builders, Accounting and Taxation for Valuation Profession, and the Residential Tenancies Legislation. Her research on Trust Accounting includes Forensic Trust Accounting, Legal and Conveyancers Trust Accounting and Travel Agency Trust Accounting.